
AGILITY WITH TARKA 
 
Tarka is from John Pickett’s Jock and Lassie and was born 18/8/02, so is now 18 months old. She has 
done basic  Obedience training and would be better at this with a good handler as she is very trainable!  
Since about 10 months old, she has also done Agility training and she really loves this. Dogs, which are 
less than 17” at the shoulder, can compete in “Midi” agility, so jump a much lower height. Tarka has not 
been officially measured but must be very borderline on the 17”.  However, she can easily clear the 2’6” 
standard jumps for full height, but it probably slows her down slightly. At least, that gives me a chance to 
be in the right place at 
the right time to steer 
her round the course! 
 
Dogs cannot compete 
in Open Shows until 
they are 18 months of 
age, so as yet, we have 
not done this big step, 
but on February 1st, a 
local club put on a “Fun 
Day” with various com-
petitions and dogs 
which had not yet won 
a rosette in open  
competition could enter a “Special Elementary” class, so that’s where we were. There were classes for 
standard, mini and midi dogs and at Starter, Novice and Senior levels so there were quite a lot of  
competitors there and I was running a dog in Novice and another in Senior, just to keep me busy.  In the 
morning, there were two classes. First was an agility class, which includes contact equipment i.e. an “A” 
frame, a “Dog walk” and a “See-saw”. These all have the first and last three feet painted in a different col-
our and the dog must touch both the “on” and the “off” contact or they are faulted, so control is needed or 
the dog simply “bombs” over them. The rest of the course is made up of hurdles, a tyre, log jump, a rigid 
tunnel, a canvas tunnel that the dog has to push its way through, and up to 12 weaving poles. This is all 
“at the judges discretion” so can be bin any order or combination. Fortunately, the judge left the weaves 
out completely and this suited Tarka as she had recently decided that weaves were too slow so she’d skip 
past them!  Lucky Tarka! She did a full course, got all her contacts, left all the Jumps up, really listened to 
commands and WOW!!!!  She got 2’ place! Next came a jumping class, which has no contact equipment 
but combines up to 20 of any of the other obstacles. Oh dear!!  Weaving poles!! But only 6 of them, so not 
as bad as it might have been!!  We set off, through the tyre, over a jump to the weaves.  Hiccough! She 
knew better than to run past them4 but stood and looked at me with that typical Beardie  expression “What 
are you going to do about this?” She could so easily have skipped off to the other end of the ring! KEEP 
CALM! KEEP QUIET!  I called her to me and, bless her, she came to heel and very slowly entered the 
weaves, looking at me for each pole but she did the 6. PHEW!! After that, it seemed like plain sailing as 
she whizzed round the rest of the course.  I couldn’t believe the result as she got another rosette 4’ this 
time. 
 
The afternoon was given over to the “Fun” time. Tarka had a go in the Fastest recall and got another 4th 
place.  We then had a go at a “Time to Unwind” class, which is a spiralish jumping course - with NO 
weaves!!! Did she enjoy this one!! She shot round it with me struggling to keep in touch with her, and as 
she crossed the finishing line, she was looking for more! Surprise, surprise!  This time, a RED rosette!  Her 
first, first place!  I was so pleased with her!  Still, pride comes before a fall!!  The last class of the day was 
a “Touch and Go” course. In this, the contact equipment is first and if you complete it correctly, then you 
go on to a jumping course, which is timed.  If you are faulted, then you do not complete the jumping  
section. Again, we set off in grand style. Contacts?  No problems!!  Onto the jumping section. Over half 
way round, through the rigid tunnel, turning left, left, left over three jumps and only four jumps down the 
home straight to complete the course ---- this last bit parallel to the rigid tunnel.  OUCH!!!  Where’s Tarka?  
Gone back through the rigid tunnel, emerging with that other beardie expression on her face, “I LOVE  
tunnels!!!!!”  What was the judge doing?  Signalling, cutting his throat, which means we’ve just got the BIG 
“E”.  We’ve just got our first elimination!!!  Such is life!!!!  Not a bad days effort for her first run out in the 
BIG WORLD!. 
 
Pat Spray 


